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If I could steal your very 
Big Ideal vocabulary 
I would use your words not mine
Cause sneaky synonyms 
Escape my brain as I begin to 
Describe you through my eyes
How can I express this mess of thoughts that never quit
I begged my brain to make it plain and it said... 
... you are just a little bit
A little bit more than beautiful 
A little more hot than Rock-n-Roll 
You're A little more sweet than a midnight tweet 
On secret love that you share with me
You're a little bit more than my best friend 
A little more nerd than your words pretend 
You're a little more true than the sky is blue 
I couldn't wish for any more than You
If I could travel through 
This song just to be near to you then 
I hope you'd play it everyday
We could act like jerks 
And launch illegal fireworks 
Cause no cop can lock this love away
Shot out of the dark we see a spark light up the sky 
But sonic booms can't fill the room like the light in your
eyes.
It's clear you are
A little bit more than beautiful 
A little more hot than Rock-n-Roll 
You're a little more sweet than a midnight tweet 
On secret love that you share with me
A little bit more than my best friend 
A little more nerd than your words pretend 
You're a little more true than the sky is blue 
I couldn't wish for anymore than
You are the onion ring in my large fry 
That line was really dumb but at least I try
If my lyrics fail 
I'll try the minor scale 
Even though you're a major key to my heart
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